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Courses
Computer literacy is important in the KBE

(knowledge-based economy) that

Singapore is moving into. Our computer

classes have attracted 80 participants

to learn how to surf the web and

email. CMEP ran a course on practice

management, rolled-out the first year

bioethics seminars and ran the Medical

Ethics Convention 2000. Another Medical

Ethics Convention will be organized in

November 2001 and Prof Tan will be

conducting a course on ethics consultation

in November too. This course is jointly

organized by TTSH and CMEP.

SMJ
The SMJ is the Association’s flagship

publication. In the year under review, 148

articles were published. Much energy and

effort have gone into the publication effort

and thanks are due to Dr Rajasoorya, A/Prof

Sonny Wang Yee Tang, members of the

SMA Editorial Board, Dr Eileen Tham, Ms

Chua Gek Eng and the numerous reviewers.

All the articles are available on the web in a

Portable Document Format (PDF).

SMA News
I would like to look at the SMA News as

an instrument of empowerment too. In

it, we keep the membership abreast of the

things, feelings and moods around us. The

writers in the recent issue focused on

narrative medicine, which certainly

provided lots of food for thought on life,

struggle and resilience. As members of the

healing profession we need to heal

ourselves too. Garfield is hilarious, wise

and serious all at the same time. The ability

to look at life and say it is funny despite

the misery that it oftentimes inflict on us

is an important survival skill. This is

empowerment of ourselves.

Medical information in your palm

The latest empowerment that the SMA is

working on with several younger

members of the Profession is on the

downloading of medical information and

databases into Palm-Tops. We will truly

have timely information right in our

palms. I look forward to seeing the project

come to fruition. With email and

capabilities in the palm and other personal

digital devices, the empowerment for

each doctor for timely information and

communication will be considerable.

RELATIONAL ACTIVITIES

SMA has been active in relating to

organizations locally and in the region.

A/Prof Cheong is the Secretary General

of MASEAN. We hosted a working group

to discuss the likely impact of free trade in

the region and steps to prepare ourselves

for this global trend. Our Ministry of

Health’s papers were useful in providing

the necessary background information.

We have good relationships with the

major professional groups in Singapore

through the IPPG (Inter-Professional

Presidents’ Group) and in particular with

the Law Society of Singapore.

Relationship with the media has

been good with all the media except the

Straits Times. The latter seem to view us

with different glasses from the rest of the

media world. Two editorials made

uncomplimentary and inaccurate

remarks. I must thank Dr Wong Chiang

Yin for his talent in drafting the replies.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The SMA needs to stay relevant. Together

we need to provide the guiding light

for the profession and to those whom

we relate with in our daily professional

lives. We will do our best.

The SMA Presidency is a baton relay.

It is time for the next runner to move on.

It has been a salutary experience to be given

the opportunity to lead the Profession in

the last two years. My special thanks go

to the SMA Secretariat, Council Members

and colleagues for their unstinted

contributions, advice, encouragement and

social support throughout the year.  ■
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Membership Privileges

The lucky winner of the Feb/Mar 2001 survey on
“What Do Members Want?” is:

Dr Leon Foo Siang Shen
MCR Number 08898F

CONGRATULATIONS, Dr Foo! You have won a

Banyan Tree Gallery Portable Spa worth $135

The Membership Committee thanks all Members who have faxed in their wish lists for membership privileges. We will
strive towards continually providing Members with quality lifestyle goods and services. To forge community-bonding

among Members, there will very soon be various recreational activities such as wine appreciation sessions, golf clinics

and foreign language courses.

Members who wish to contribute further suggestions or share their contacts may approach Regina / Krysania via
telephone 223 1264 or email regina@sma.org.sg or krysania@sma.org.sg.


